Independence Charter School-CC
Minutes from BOT Meeting of Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Location:

1600 Lombard St., Philadelphia, PA
Time:
6:00 PM
Next meeting: Wednesday, August 12, 2020
Board Attendees:
Sharon Berney
Camilo Dominguez
Jamila Dugan
Maureen Eagen
Marc Hensley
Jamill Jones
Allison Kelsey
Dana Martin
Rachel Salis
Silverman
Eleanor Sharpe
Virgil Sheppard
Jo Tiongson Perez
Gina Toppin
Mehreen Zaman

Via zoom
absent
absent
Via zoom
Via zoom
absent
Via zoom
absent
absent
absent
Via zoom
Via zoom
Via zoom
Via zoom

Elisse Santiago (staff)
Cindy Kwan (parent)
Lindsey Benitz (parent)
Vicki Clarke-Kadish (parent)
Ex-officio
Tanya Ruley Mayo
Via zoom
Tiia Reinvald
Also Attending
Ramzy Andrawos (staff)

Damiris (parent)

Mike Danyo (Santilli & Thomson)
Kristen Long (staff)
Dave Peterson (staff)
Patricia Prendergast (staff)

Kerry Routh (staff)

Who

What

Eagen
Eagen

Maureen called the meeting to order at 6:04 pm.
Approval of Minutes
Maureen asked for a motion to approve the May 13, 2020 minutes.
Motion to Approve: Allison Kelsey
2nd: Mehreen Zaman
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Maureen asked if there were any public comment.

Eagen

No public comment.
Ruley-Mayo

CEO Report:
Tanya reported the following:

Response to COVID-19
•

•

•

Re-entry Planning
• Health and Safety Plan, which will need to be approved by the
Board
• Enhanced hygiene measures
• Revised seating and movement configurations
• All plans will adhere to CDC, State, & County Guidelines
Surveys
• Re-entry and Distance Learning for families to gauge the
temperament for rejoining in person for instruction if that is an
option in the fall.
• Distance Learning for staff – what was their experience so far if
we have to resume in the fall.

Continued support for vulnerable families in collaboration w/
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PTA

Preliminary Reopening Guidance
• Currently Philadelphia County is in the Yellow Phase. We were just in the Red
Phase, which all schools remain closed. The Yellow and Green Phase share the
same guidance.
For the Yellow/Green Phase:
• Screen students, staff, and families for symptoms and history of exposure
• Health and Safety Plan – approved by the Board, posted on our website and
submitted to the State. The State just released a Plan template and we’ll be
working on the Plan over the next several weeks.
• Will need to identify a Pandemic Coordinator
• Learning space occupancy that allows for 6 feet of separation to the maximum
extent feasible (7-8 students/classroom) – this significantly reduces the
number of students in a space at one time.
• Limit sharing of materials among students
• Staggered use of communal spaces and hallways
• Restricted use of cafeteria and other congregate settings (gym, playground)
• Protocols for recess and physical education consistent with the CDC; guidance
for organized school sports is forthcoming
• Adjusted transportation schedules and practices to create social distance
(SDP/ SEPTA) – this will impact arrival time.
• Processes for identifying and restricting non-essential visitors and volunteers
• Use of face coverings (masks or face shields) by staff and students
• Individuals who cannot wear a mask due to a medical condition
(including children under the age of 2 years per CDC guidance) may
enter the premises and are not required to provide documentation of
such medical condition
Reopening Guidance – Additional Measures:
All businesses conducting in-person operations as permitted in each respective
Phase must do the following:
• Clean and disinfect high-touch areas frequently and continue to regularly clean
all other areas of the building(s);
• In the case of exposure to a probable or confirmed case of COVID-19, that
includes:
• Secure and decontaminate the affected areas after 24 hours, or as long
as practical
• Identify people who were in close contact (within about 6 feet for 10
minutes or more) with a person with a probable or confirmed case of
COVID-19 from the period 48 hours before symptom onset to the time
at which the patient isolated. At this point, we’d be shutting down
operations.
• Prevent large groups from entering or leaving the building by
staggering start and stop times;
• Conduct meetings and trainings virtually. If a meeting needs to be held
in person, limit the number of employees to 25 in the Yellow phase, and
250 in the Green Phase, while maintaining a social distance of six feet;
Any business that serves the public inside a building or other defined area must
follow the above guidance and take the additional precautions listed below
when conducting in-person operations as permitted in each respective Phase:
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• Conduct business with the public by appointment only, whenever possible;
• If appointment-only service is not feasible, limit the number of people inside
the building or defined area to:
• Red and Yellow Phase: No more than 50% of the total maximum
occupancy for businesses permitted to operate during the Yellow
Phase;
• Green Phase:
• No more than 50% of the total maximum occupancy for
businesses that were not permitted to conduct in-person
operations in the Red or Yellow Phases; and
• No more than 75% for businesses that were permitted to
conduct in-person operations in the Red and Yellow Phases.
• Businesses must still enforce social distancing requirements, which
may limit occupancy below the 50% or 75% maximum capacity as
applicable;
• Schedule handwashing breaks for employees at least every hour
No business is required to conduct in-person operations, and should not do so,
even if it would be otherwise permissible, unless the business is able to do
comply with this guidance.

With all these measures and as we think about the possibility of resuming in-person
operations for the fall our plan hugely depends on this guidance. It also depends on
transportation, which we have not received any further guidance. The team is
planning a number scenarios to figure out what it means for us for in-person
learning, putting safety measures in place for both our students and staff. We
have a few months to see what happens.
Mehreen Zaman asked has the District given any guidance. Tanya responded,
not yet. What has been communicated by the PDE, is that this is preliminary
and we should expect to receive updates on the guidance, but no timeline has
been given yet. There has been no guidance beyond this. Conversations that
Tanya has had with folks connected to the District, is that school may start
virtually for the District. What the District does absolutely matters and it
impacts our operations. If this guidance doesn’t change, it will very difficult for
all 825 students to be in the building at one time and we have to prepare for
that. Tanya added that she attended a zoom with meeting charter schools
leaders from across the state led by the Secretary of Education Rivera and
asked about conversations that have been had with industry. One of the things
we are very conscience of is the impact on our families if school isn’t open.
Rivera stated that there is no specific guidance or anything they can share at
this time in regard to labor and industry, but that representatives from labor
and industry across the State are involved in conversations of what will look
like in the fall.
Conversation with Secretary of Education – the impact on families. No specific
guidance with labor and industry and what it will look like in the fall.
Sharon Berney asked if there are conversations about when schools do open
will it mandatory for students to return. Tanya replied that they are working
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on a survey to see where families stand with in-person instruction and the
other part of this is what enabled us to do virtual learning. There is also
waivers at the State level and we have to find out from State how long that
waiver will be in place and if it will be extended because of parents’ concerns.
Unfortunately, we are literally building a plane as we are flying it. No one has
ever been in this predicament before.
With all of this, we want to be prepared as possible:
• Partnership w/ The Learning Accelerator w/ coaching from the
Highlander Institute on Friday
• TLA—connects teachers and leaders with the knowledge,
tools, and networks they need to transform K-12
education.
• Highlander Institute-- is named after the Highlander Folk
School, a social justice leadership training school and
cultural center located in New Market, Tennessee known
for its role during the Civil Rights Movement. Rosa Parks,
Martin Luther King, Jr. and many others were trained as
activists at the center, returning with new skills to create
change within their own communities. The Highlander
Institute believes that innovative educational practices are
a catalyst for social change.
• This project is made possible by TLA with funding from
the Carnegie Corporation of New Yorkand the Walton
Family Foundation.
• Partnership w/Techademics for strategic technological support
and capacity building
• Foci includes:
• Online Learning Design– support selection of edtech tools, licensing and agreements
• Staff & Family Training /Development – support
and coaching to best utilize ed-tech tools
• Strategy Support– hardware decisions,
infrastructure analysis, procedures and policies
• Data Integrations – reporting tools integration
• Phase I – Preparation and Readiness for Fall 2020-2021
• Phase II – Long-term planning and strategy for future
Jo Tiongson Perez asked will there also be security measures to keep students
safe. Tanya responded that Dave has done a good job on making sure that
students are safe and will continue to do so.
• Construction
• A revised schedule and timeline for completion is forthcoming:
• Expect all work completed by late September/early
October
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Access to building is dictated by Life Safety and ADA
compliance codes and regulations
As of 6/4 all trades are back on site
Spaces in the existing building are being demoed
New fire alarm devices have been installed in existing building,
wiring begun for voice notification system
• Ground floor is complete w/ fire sprinklers
• Upper roof delivered
Expect masonry to be complete in next 2 weeks
Received last steel delivery
Beam Installation will take place, date TBD
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Allison Kelsey asked what type of work will be happening in September and
October. Tanya responded it will just be the finishing touches.
Development/Communications
o Planning beam installation event
o Developing alternatives to time capsule activity
o Planning to resume the mural project and installation
• Racial Literacy Training
o Working w/ Lion’s Story to resume the training, inclusive of all
staff in the fall.
o Original model was based on small group, in-person gatherings;
model to be amended to reflect reopening guidelines
o Interim options include offering virtual “Office Hours”
o Committed to moving forward with this work in a very
thoughtful way - have $20,000 in next year’s budget to continue
this work
Marc Hensley asked if this is just focused on staff training. Tanya responded
that we will build out to the staff and then to the students. Sharon Berney
suggested to have the students be part of the change and not just learn about it.
Tanya responded that race is such a multi-faceted issue and there so many
different conversations to be had that we want to get a common place of
understanding and move forward.
• Human Resources
o COVID-19 Sick Leave policy effective through December 31, 2020
o It gives staff additional sick leave
• End Of Year Reporting
o IDEA
o Title I Comprehensive Planning
o SDP EPI Submissions
•

Long

Principal’s Report
Kristen reported the following:

ICS continuing efforts to address systemic racism
 Lion’s Story Training
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Efforts to hire a diverse staff
Intervention Improvements
○ Hiring more intervention teachers including one bilingual IT and
one middle school IT
○ Hiring an additional ESL teacher
○ Focusing on early reading interventions to address the
disproportionality of black male students identified for special
education
○ Researching unbiased academic assessments
 Curriculum Work – Infuse cultural competencies throughout all areas of
the curriculum and integrate our global citizenship principals, which are
challenging stereotypes and misinformation, making responsible
decisions, respecting multiple points of view and taking action to make a
positive change
 Diversifying classroom books
 Decreasing suspension rate of black male students by incorporating
more restorative and trauma informed practices
 One program with safety nets
Stay Tough! Video
 Tr. Vinh created the video for our 8th graders and it speaks to the
dedication of our teachers throughout this whole school closure. They
just go above and beyond. The video was played.
 8th graduation was held yesterday virtually and it went really well.
Allison Kelsey stated that she watched the graduation and it was really well done.
LOOK HOW OUR ADMIN TEAM STAYED TOUGH...
 Over 2,500 student packets mailed
 Over 100 family/teacher/parent updates sent to families
 Over 3,000 general inquiry emails answered to families
 455 Chromebooks distributed and 200 new Chromebooks acquired
 Negotiated to get 100 new laptops and 400 new Chromebooks
 Help desk requests increased three-fold serving staff, students, and parents
 100 gallons of sanitizer ordered
 800 cubbies and lockers packed up into bags
 10 classrooms painted
 Configured a new kitchen, new classrooms
 Over 10 furniture catalogs, websites & quotes combed through; designs
created; & furniture ordered
AND OUR SPECIAL EDUCATION TEAM...
 75 virtual IEP meetings held starting with our first one on March 16th
 158 flexible IEPs and 158 distance learning NOREPs written
 Over 600 documents emailed to parents to sign via DocuSign
 21 students received daily virtual 1:1 academic support
 10 special ed. department meetings held during COVID closure
 41 students attending virtual ESY (all time high)
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AND OUR INTERVENTION TEAM...
 Before Distance Learning: 142 students receiving interventions in ELA, SLA, or
math
○ Distance Learning: 108 students receiving interventions in ELA, SLA, or
math
 Heavier focus on early reading interventions in 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade
 Focus Math intervention started in February
 MTSS admin team held weekly meetings
 Started the use of Freckle Math in May, next year ELA and Math from beginning
of year
 School wide progress monitoring system (i)
○ Tier 1: DRA & STAR: once/trimester, PSSA once a year
○ Tier 2: DRA & STAR (Baseline, 30, 60, & 90 days), Biweekly
intervention progress recording
 EL students received LLI (i)
 Additional middle school and bilingual Intervention Teachers and ELD teacher
for 2020-2021
AND OUR FAMILY OUTREACH TEAM...








Supported 5 ICS families experiencing homeless with biweekly outreach
calls, clothing, books & grocery cards
Delivered over $10,000 worth of supply/grocery cards (over 20
families)
Supported 34 students through weekly counseling sessions
Reached out to over 100 individual families to problem solve distance
learning participation
Connected 8 staff & ICS families with free individual counseling through
The Better You Institute
Supported 11 families in obtaining to a reliable internet connection

AND THE INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP TEAM...










Over 70 grade team meetings since March 20th
198 students invited to 21st CCLC Springboard Virtual Summer
Learning Academy
113 students enrolled in Virtual Summer Learning Academy (and
counting) goal is to have 120 students enrolled and determined to get
there
87% student participation in distance learning – the other 13% we
continue to reach out to
693 Budgeted Summer Curriculum Writing hours by 43 staff
Edited and rewrote 21st CCLC grant to include virtual after school
activities and summer programming
Attended 20 different webinars on hosting virtual meetings, providing
PD, Data Analysis, Accelerating unfinished learning, and providing
virtual instruction
Hiring: hundreds of resumes combed through, over 30 zoom interviews
conducted, 6 teachers and support teachers hired (and counting)
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Staff Representative
Tiia reported the following:
 8th graduation was fantastic!
 Teacher Gaja has written an email that she wants shared with the Board.
Tiia will forward it to the Board. Tiia highlighted the email.
○ Tr. Gaja is very grateful for the things that CEO Tanya and Pr.
Kristen have already done in support of social justice, equity and
the Black Lives Matter protests. However, she would like to have
more options as a school to work on systemic racism particularly
dismantling it in terms of disproportionate suspensions of black
male students. She would also like even more professional
development for staff and the hiring of more consultants. She has
a lot of suggestions and good ideas and wants to be more
involved the process.
Allison Kelsey asked how are our black male suspensions compare to similar
schools for black male suspensions. Tanya responded that unfortunately there
are number of schools that the black male suspension are disproportionate.
We have spent a considerable amount of time going through what the
infractions are and what the emphasis is for a decision to suspend. There is a
lot of work that we need to do. Not just with the students directly, but to help
families understand and be responsive to social and emotional learning. When
she looked at the data on the infractions and the suspensions, for the most part,
they are aligned. The work that we have to do is around preventive and
proactive measures so that we don’t get to that point. Ideally, we would like to
have none, but we have to be thoughtful to get to the underlying issues.
Virgil Sheppard stated to move the needle we have to have everyone on board
and asked if there has been any consideration to get more folks involved.
Tanya responded absolutely. When we had training last year with a different
group, there were lots of resources, thoughts and ideas in next steps for the
entire team to engage in, which included infinity groups, additional PD and
book clubs. We certainly get the urgency for the work, but we need be
thoughtful. It would reckless of us to not have the right preparations in
advance of implementing them. It’s not a question of if we have to do the
training, but rather having the supports and structures in place to be successful
and productive in our work. It is important to set a strong foundation for the
entire school community. Kristen added that she and Tanya will be working
with Lion’s Story to select who will be on the team. Sharon Berney asked who
will be closing the loop with Gaja. Tanya stated she will reach out to the Gaja.
Kristen added it’s good for the staff to hear from the Board that they support
this work.
Sharon Berney asked if there are any concerns the staff has that Board should
be aware of. Tiia responded no.
Financial Report:
Mike Reported the following
 Still strong financials
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Revenue down a little under budget at $47,000 – due to banks cutting
interest rates they’re paying because of the current situation
Expenses running under budget by approximately $100,000
Doing $65,000 better than budgeted
Two weeks ago the District released the ADM for FY 18-19 and that
reduced our subsidy rate by .28% - District took back $50,000 on
6/9/2020
The previous week the District approved a budget for FY 20-21 and the
subsidy rates for next year – 7% increase for regular ed students and
5.34% increase for special ed student
Cash on hand is $5,505,872 – 156 days of cash as of 4/30/20

Resolution:
April Disbursements
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
approves disbursements from the month of April 2020 in the amount of
$391,690.70.
Motion to Approve: Virgil Sheppard
2nd: Marc Hensley
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Committee Reports:

HR
Mehreen Zaman reported the following
 Things are going smoothly
 Have hired our full-time staff for next year
 Following the Federal Regulations for additional time off due Covid-19
Communication/Development
Jo Tiongson Perez reported the following
 No additional update to Tanya’s report
 Will continue with committee meetings
 Now that we’re in the yellow phase, reintegrating the plans around the
installation of the beam
Governance
Maureen Eagen reported the following:
 We do not have any new members to vote on
 We do have a new executive slate to vote
 Due to the circumstances, do not have a new parent rep. Jamill Jones
will remain on as the parent rep
 Followed up with the Bar Association and the Bar Foundation regarding
their Board program. They are continuing with the program and
Maureen is scheduled to get an application for ICS
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Marc Hensley has agreed to finish out our former treasurer’s term – he
will remain on the Board for one more year
 This will be also be Maureen’s last year
 Governance Committee moving their meeting to the first Tuesday of the
month
 The Governance Committee members are Maureen Eagen, Gina Toppin,
Jamill Jones, Jamila Dugan and Eleanor Sharpe
ICS West
Mehreen Zaman stated there is no report
Eagen

Resolutions:

Employee Resignations/Non-Renewals:
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
accept the resignations/non-renewals of the following employees effective June
30, 2020.
Mosi Blaylock– Non-teaching Assistant
Ana Flores - 4th grade Immersion
Sharon Golding – ELL Teacher
Lilah Gosman – Intervention Teacher
Ranique Johnson – Classroom Assistant
Keriann May – 3rd grade Enhanced
Amaya McCaskey – 1st grade Immersion
Pamela Meacham – 1st grade Enhanced
Janae Proctor – Classroom Assistant
Elisse Santiago Droz – 2nd grade Immersion
Desmond Skinner – Non-Teaching Assistant
Jaimie Washington –Non-teaching Assistant
Motion to Approve: Mehreen Zaman
2nd: Marc Hensley
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Before reading the next resolution, Maureen reminded everyone that board member
Camilo Dominguez’s term is up and he will not be returning.
Board Member Resignations
Be it resolved that the Board of Trustees of Independence Charter School hereby
accept the resignation of ICS Board Member, Rachel Salis-Silverman effective June
10, 2020.
Motion to Approve: Gina Toppin
2nd: Allison Kelsey
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
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Re-election of Board Member
Be it resolved that the Board of Trustees of Independence Charter School hereby reelects Virgil Sheppard to a second three-year term as a member of the Board of
Trustees; term ends June 30, 2023.
Motion to Approve: Sharon Berney
2nd: Mehreen Zaman
Abstain: Virgil Sheppard
Action: Passed (voice vote)
Approval of Executive Board Slate
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
accept the Executive Board Slate: Mehreen Zaman, President - President for the
2020-2021 school year; term ends 2021, Maureen Eagen, Vice President - VP for
the 2020-2021 school year; term ends 2021, Marc Hensley, Treasurer - Treasurer for
2020-2021; term ends 2021 and Virgil Sheppard, Secretary - Secretary for the 20202021 school year; term ends 2021.
Motion to Approve: Allison Kelsey
2nd: Sharon Berney
Abstain: M. Eagen, M. Zaman, M. Hensley and V. Sheppard
Action: Passed (voice vote)
Parent Board Seat
In light of the unprecedented circumstances presented to the ICS community and the
world at large as a result of the Covid-19 virus, the election of the parent
representative set forth at 4.5 4.1 of the By Laws of Independence Charter School
was unable to be held prior to the June 2020 Board Meeting. As a result, be it
resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby approves
the current Parent Representative, Jamill Jones, to remain on as a Parent
representative until such reasonable time as an election can be held.
Motion to Approve: Sharon Berney
2nd: Marc Hensley
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Before passing the policy resolutions, Maureen asked if there were any questions on
the policies.
Sharon Berney asked if these polices are renewals or new policies. Tanya responded
that the Due Process policy is being updated. This policy can be found in our
student handbook, The updated policy gives the students additional rights to produce
their own witnesses. This came up as part of our Charter Renewal.
Due Process Policy
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
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approve the school’s Due Process Policy as presented.
Motion to Approve: Mehreen Zaman
2nd: Sharon Berney
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Tanya explained that ICS has never had a concussion management policy. Our
students are engaged in sports and recess and it is important to have a concussion
management policy for staff to know the proactive and reactive measures to take.
Concussion Management Policy
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
approve the school’s Concussion Policy as presented.
Motion to Approve: Sharon Berney
2nd: Allison Kelsey
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Bayada Nursing
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
approve the one-year contract with BAYADA Home Health Care, Inc., dba
BAYADA Staffing for professional nursing services effective September 1, 2020 to
August 31, 2021 at of rate of $50.25/hour per registered nurse and $39.25/hour per
licensed practical nurse.
Motion to Approve: Mehreen Zaman
2nd: Gina Toppin

Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Food Service Equipment
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
approve the purchase of kitchen equipment from Singer Foodservice Equipment and
Supplies Company or similar vendor in an amount not to exceed $180,000. The
purchase, upon approval from the Pennsylvania Division of Food and Nutrition, will
be fully funded via the food service program.
Motion to Approve: Virgil Sheppard
2nd: Sharon Berney

Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Food Service Management
Due to COVID-19, we are approving a one-year contract. Next year the contract
will go out for bid.
Food Service Management
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
approve the one-year contract renewal for school year 2020-2021 of Linton’s Food
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Services Management in an amount not to exceed $348,836.
Motion to Approve: Allison Kelsey
2nd: Gina Toppin

Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Audio Visual
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby
approve the purchase and installation of audio-visual equipment for the gymnasium
and cafeteria through a vendor selected through a competitive bid process in an
amount not to exceed $140,000.
Motion to Approve: Allison Kelsey
2nd: Mehreen Zaman

Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Motion to Enter Executive Session – School Safety and Security Report: Sharon
Berney
2nd: Mehreen Zaman

Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote) Entered Executive Session at 7:39 pm
Motion to Exit Executive Session: Allison Kelsey
2nd: Sharon Berney
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote) Exited Executive Session at 7:51 pm
Eagen

Adjournment
Motion to Adjourn: Mehreen Zaman
2nd: Marc Hensley
Action: Passed unanimously (voice vote)
Maureen adjourned the meeting at 7:52 pm
Respectfully submitted by: Patricia Prendergast
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